
Agency Administrator: Line officer
(or designee) of the agency or
jurisdiction that has responsibility
for the incident. These usually
include; NPS  Park Superintendent,
BIA Agency Superintendent, USFS
Forest Supervisor, BLM District
Manager, FWS Refuge Manager,
State Forest Officer, Fire Chief.

Backfiring: A tactic associated
with indirect attack, intentionally
setting fire to fuels inside
the control line to slow, knock down,
or contain a rapidly spreading fire.
Backfiring provides a wide defense
perimeter and may be further
employed to change the force of the
convection column. Backfiring makes
possible a strategy of locating control
lines at places where the fire can be
fought on the firefighter’s terms.
Except for rare circumstance meeting
specified criteria, backfiring is
executed on a command decision made
through line channels of authority.

Burning Index: An estimate of the
potential difficulty of fire containment
as it relates to the flame length at the
head of the fire. A relative number
related to the contribution that fire
behavior makes to the amount or
effort needed to contain a fire in a
specified fuel type. Doubling the
burning index indicates that twice the
effort will be required to contain a fire
in that fuel type as was previously
required, providing all other
parameters are held constant.

Burn Out: Setting fire inside a
control line to consume fuel between
the edge of the fire and
the control line.

Burning Conditions: The state of the
combined factors of the environment
that affect fire behavior in a specified
fuel type.

Contain a fire: A fuel break around
the fire has been completed. This
break may include natural barriers
or manually and/or mechanically
constructed line.

Control a fire: The complete
extinguishment of a fire, including
spot fires. The fireline has been
strengthened so that flare-ups from
within the perimeter of the fire will
not break through this line.

Control Line: All built or natural fire
barriers and treated fire edge used to
control a fire.

Delegation of Authority: A
statement provided to the incident
commander by the agency executive
delegating authority and assigning
responsibility. The delegation of
authority can include objectives,
priorities, expectations, constraints
and other considerations or guidelines
as needed. Many agencies require
written delegation of authority to
be given to incident commanders
prior to their assuming command on
larger incidents.

Division: Divisions are used to
divide an incident into geographical
areas of operation. Divisions are
established when the number of
resources exceeds the span-of-control
of the operations chief. A division is
located within the ICS organization
between the branch and the task
force/strike team.

DOE: U.S. Department of Energy

Energy Release Component (ERC):
The computed total heat release per
unit area (British thermal units per
square foot) within the flaming front
at the head of a moving fire.

Engine: Any ground vehicle
providing specified levels of pumping,
water and hose capacity.

Entrapment: A situation where
personnel are unexpectedly caught
in a fire behavior-related, life-
threatening position where planned
escape routes or safety zones are
absent, inadequate, or compromised.
An entrapment may or may not
include deployment of a fire shelter
for its intended purpose. These
situations may or may not result in
injury. They include “near misses.”

Glossary
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Fire Behavior: The manner in which
a fire reacts to the influences of fuel,
weather and topography.

Fire Whirl: Spinning vortex column
of ascending hot air and gases rising
from a fire and carrying aloft smoke,
debris, and flame. Fire whirls range in
size from less than one foot to over
500 feet in diameter. Large fire whirls
have the intensity of a small tornado.

Firefighting Resources: All people
and major items of equipment that
can or potentially could be assigned
to fires.

Fireline: A linear fire barrier that is
scraped or dug to mineral soil.

Fuel Model: Simulated fuel complex
(or combination of vegetation types)
for which all fuel descriptors required
for the solution of a mathematical rate
of spread model have been specified.

Fuel Moisture (Fuel Moisture
Content): The quantity of moisture in
fuel expressed as a percentage of the
weight when thoroughly dried at 212
degrees Fahrenheit.

Fuel Type: An identifiable association
of fuel elements of distinctive plant
species, form, size, arrangement, or
other characteristics that will cause a
predictable rate of fire spread or
difficulty of control under specified
weather conditions.

Haines Index: An atmospheric index
used to indicate the potential for
wildfire growth by measuring the
stability and dryness of the air over
a fire.

HFD: Hanford Fire Department

Incident: A human-caused or natural
occurrence, such as wildland fire,
that requires emergency service
action to prevent or reduce the loss
of life or damage to property or
natural resources.

Incident Command Post (ICP):
Location at which primary command
functions are executed. The ICP may
be collocated with the incident base
or other incident facilities.

Incident Commander: Individual
responsible for the management of all
incident operations at the incident
site.

Incident Management Team: The
incident commander and appropriate
general and command staff personnel
assigned to manage an incident.

Indirect Attack: A method of
suppression in which the control line
is located some considerable distance
away from the fire’s active edge.
Generally done in the case of a fast-
spreading or high-intensity fire and
to utilize natural or constructed
firebreaks or fuelbreaks and favorable
breaks in the topography. The
intervening fuel is usually backfire;
but occasionally the main fire is
allowed to burn to the line, depending
on conditions.

Initial Attack: The actions taken
by the first resources to arrive at a
wildfire to protect lives and property,
and prevent further extension of
the fire.

Monument: Hanford Ranch National
Monument

Multi-Agency Incident: An incident
where one or more agencies assist a
jurisdictional agency or agencies.
May be single or unified command.

Multi-Jurisdiction Incident: An
incident requiring action from
multiple agencies that have a
statutory responsibility for incident
mitigation. In ICS these incidents will
be managed under unified command.

National Wildfire Coordinating
Group (NWCG): A group formed
under the direction of the Secretaries
of the Interior and Agriculture to
improve the coordination and
effectiveness of wildland fire activities
and provide a forum to discuss,
recommend appropriate action, or
resolve issues and problems of
substantive nature.

Plume-Dominated Wildfire: A
wildland fire whose activity is
determined by the convection column.
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Rate of Spread: The relative activity
of a fire in extending its horizontal
dimensions. It is expressed as rate of
increase of the total perimeter of
the fire, as rate of forward spread
of the fire front, or as rate of increase
in area, depending on the intended
use of the information. Usually it
is expressed in chains or acres per
hour for a specific period in the
fire’s history.

Red Flag Warning: Term used
by fire weather forecasters to
alert forecast users to an ongoing
or imminent critical fire weather
pattern.

Relative Humidity (RH): The ratio
of the amount of moisture in the air, to
the maximum amount of moisture that
air would contain if it were saturated.
The ratio of the actual vapor pressure
to the saturated vapor pressure.

Remote Automatic Weather Station
(RAWS): An apparatus that
automatically acquires, processes,
and stores local weather data for
later transmission to the GOES
Satellite, from which the data is
retransmitted to an earth receiving
station for use in the National Fire
Danger Rating System.

Safety Zone: An area cleared of
flammable materials used for escape
in the event the line is outflanked or
in case a spot fire causes fuels outside
the control line to render the line
unsafe. In firing operations, crews
progress so as to maintain a safety
zone close at hand allowing the fuels
inside the control line to be consumed
before going ahead. Safety zones may
also be constructed as integral parts
of fuelbreaks; they are greatly
enlarged areas which can be used
with relative safety by firefighters
and their equipment in the event of
blowup in the vicinity.

Spot Fire: A fire ignited outside the
perimeter of the main fire by flying
sparks or embers.

Spot Weather Forecast: A special
forecast issued to fit the time,
topography, and weather of each
specific fire. These forecasts are
issued upon request of the user
agency and are more detailed, timely,
and specific than zone forecasts.

Spotting: Behavior of a fire producing
sparks or embers that are carried
by the wind and start new fires
beyond the zone of direct ignition by
the main fire.

Suppression: All the work of
extinguishing or containing a fire,
beginning with its discovery.

Type: Refers to resource capability.
A Type 1 resource provides a greater
overall capability due to power, size,
capacity, ect., than would be found in
a Type 2 resource. Resource typing
provides managers with additional
information in selecting the best
resource for the task.

Wildland Fire: Any nonstructure fire,
other than prescribed fire, that occurs
in the wildland.

Wildland Fire Situation Analysis
(WFSA): A decision-making process
in which the Agency Administrator
or representative describes the
situation, establishes objectives and
constraints for the management of
the fire, compares multiple strategic
wildland fire management
alternatives, evaluates the expected
effects of the alternatives, selects
the preferred alternative, and
documents the decision.
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